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Awaken to your purpose, your passion, and your power!The secret wisdom of the Kabbalah is a

secret no more! Rabbi David Aaron, best-selling author of Endless Light, Seeing G-d, and The

Secret Life of God, has helped readers and students of all faiths find meaning, purpose, and

personal power from the ancient teachings of the Kabbalah. Now he draws on its timeless truths to

answer the questions and issues that matter to you most in Kabbalah Works.In these intimate talks,

filled with the warmth and humor beloved by his audiences around the world, Rabbi Aaron shares

the divine knowledge of Jewish mystical tradition to offer practical guidance for modern times. He

shows how you can achieve success in every aspect of your life, love, happiness, creativity, and

more, when you unlock your natural self-knowledge and reclaim the abundance within you. And he

inspires you to discover your ultimate identity, purpose, and joy as he speaks to such vital matters

as: how beliefs make or break our lives; the joy of self-awareness; connecting to the divine; the

power of service; the gift of eternal life; and more!Illuminate your tomorrows with the insights of the

ancients. Make the connection to a life beyond your dreams with Kabbalah Works!
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This audio series is simply and tastefully recorded. It does the job of moving you to know yourself a

little better without being heavily dogmatic.

If you have any curiosity about the Kabbalah, this is a superb introduction - especially in audio form.

I stumbled on it at my local library and expected at best a straightforward explanation of the basic



tenets of the Kabbalah, and at worst a dry, theological lecture. Instead, I discovered a very

endearing book read by the author who has one of the most listenable voices possible. He does not

go into the details - I'm assuming there are a lot of details to the Kabbalah - but introduces some

main ideas through captivating personal stories. Among other things, he talks about how God

cannot be a stern being who is apart from us and whom we have to dread and obey. And he shows

why this is so in a way that makes it self-evident. A truly excellent book.

I find the author's audio presentation irritation. Although the material is interesting I have had to look

elsewhere for an audio book on the subject. I can not listen to Mr. Aaron. It seems that he is

speaking to children.

B''HI've had the privledge to attend shirum and an Isralight retreat hosted by Rabbi David Aaron. I

have many audio and printed books on this and similar Chassidic subjects but none compare to the

debt and presentation here. This studio quality recording is superb. Rabbi Aaron goes beyond his

normal lectures in this CD set to capture your attention for all 5 CD's leaving you clinging for more.

I'm sure anyone who owns this set will enjoy it as much as I and be inspired to continue learning

and finding more presentations from this great storyteller.

This is the first information I have received on Kabbalah. I enjoyed it throughly. I was surprised as to

how "Eastern" these mystical Jewish beliefs are, and look forward to more information from Rabbi

Aaron and on Kabbalah.
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